Searching for spatial unit firing in the prelimbic area of the rat medial prefrontal cortex.
The prelimbic area of the rat medial prefrontal cortex is anatomically connected to the CA1 layer of the temporal hippocampus. As cells recorded from this region of the hippocampus act as place cells (i.e., their firing is related to the animal's location in the environment), the possibility arises that the prefrontal recipients of hippocampal efferences also display spatial firing patterns. To examine this hypothesis, recordings were made from prelimbic frontal units while the position and head direction of the freely moving rat were simultaneously recorded by tracking two lights mounted on the rat's head. Of 42 cells recorded in this situation, none was found to have a firing pattern bearing a significant relationship to the animal's position or to its head direction. Rather, cell activity was modulated during specific behaviors such as food-searching or exploratory behaviors.